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Abstract: Nowadays, Social media positions remain a favorite
combination as clients studying to distribute their occurrences,
activities on the network. These websites receive large quantities
of user-supplied elements during the vast difference natural world
results of various varieties, reach. An effective advertisement
marketing approach is designed by using the products that
contain the information, additionally client inclinations and
conclusions on information about products. By this kind of
similarity between concepts of profile, a precise matching method
is developed to match the profile of the Web services and user. In
this work, the approach is developed to search the concept
similarity in the second phase of the process of query rewriting is
performed after extraction queries. Similarity measure techniques
are very much useful in processing database queries such as top-k
queries, reverse top-k queries, k-nearest neighbor queries and
other different types of queries related to trading sales activities.
Keywords: k-nearest neighbor queries, database queries,
database operations, attribute values, personalized search, Search
query, information searching in internet, search engine, Jacquard
Coefficient, query rewriting.

I. INTRODUCTION
The security of publishing content on social media websites
takes to the Web an ever- increasing quantity of material
made during andcorrelated withreal-world effects [1].
Different process are introduced to protect the information
which is recognized from the systems [2]. The proposed
search method is basedon the use of a sophisticated
similarity measure, which estimates the correspondence
degree between the desired profile and the provided profile
[3]. Query rewriting processis the process of making other
queries based on concepts used in the initial query. Thus it is
necessary otherconceptswiththe same meaningto the concept
of the primary query to build other queries [4]. Here the
results that combing from web services are obtained from the
user [5]. Web mining plays a very importantrole in finding
the frequent data pattern fromthe Internet, data set, data mart
and World Wide Web has become a powerful platform to
store and retrieve information as well as mine useful
knowledge and use that knowledgeto forecast the interest of
people [6]. From the results one can observe that better
quality is obtained from this system.
In the engine side mainly, located is personalized, the users
profile is focused [7]. This information could manage to
focus on results that have comparable client groups that rank
them in high places based on their preferences one of the
principal difficulties face in meeting large-scale data is

whereby to identify data from each other, which is
challenging to perform in a scalable way as data size
improvements [8]. In the related work let's discuss the
methods that are used in this approach.
II. RELATED WORK
The proposed index structure called RNN- Tree for reverse 1nearest neighbor search and also proposed the Tree that extends
the Tree by combining the two index structures into one
common index [9]. Basically, in Google search, highest
frequency keyword is obtained [10. Here the links that are
attached to the websites are obtained from ranking algorithm
this algorithm will increase the page rank and weight age of
page rank depend on the analysis done [11].. Multiple Web
services with the same kind of functionality may be available in
different contexts best service among them should be selected
few works took into account multiples qualitative and
quantitative parameters to help users to find the best service
during the discovery process [12]. Here data is recovered by
using the clients inclinations. In the same way data will be
recovered from the network [13]. Search operation on the web.
Item-based collaborative permeate methods may return a
comparable result exactly in opposite upon the programs all
recommend that clients have the tendency unusual outcomes
also consider them [14]. This work proposed a different
structure for user-centric identity research; it exploits grade
items depend on user attention to find comparable outcomes
[15].
III.

System Architecture of the proposed framework and here user
going to search for a product with the query in search engine
and that search content classify with implemented framework
and result set will display to the user [15]. In the below given
design an application is introduced to drive the clients
information. This will produce the big data and saves the
memory in the given location [16]. Here the both administer and
the client should be uniquely synthesized. New items are
included by the administer to give the rank for client [17]. Fuzzy
approximation reasoning method on intelligent web
recommendation system they have extracted the user profile
using used web usage proposed to reverse top-k queries [18].
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Fig.1 System Architecture
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IV.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

In this system a linear weighted score function is used to find
similarity between products and then products are clustered
based on these computed similarity values Linear scoring
function is used to compute weighted sums of products of
values of attributes performance weight values the top-k query
produces a result of a ranked list of the k number of products
with best scores [19]. Here top k questions are obtained from the
creaters side and different aculations are performed to restore
the location of client [20]. A method for defeat top-k reviews is
recognized well-known outcomes; anywhere control is
determined since the cardinality of a cross top-k event
organization.

the linear function score values. Reverse top–k query returns
all customers who have included top-k products in their
favorite lists.
V.

METHODOLOGY

Here client will provide the comparison between given
information. Depend on the properties, the system function is
determined. By using RTOP-K fetching process the information
things are controlled and gives the powerful counting items
[22]. Steps being taken to search similarity of concepts are done
by comparison of similarity weight gained during the search for
equivalence of concepts from database with similarity weight
is entered by the use [23].

Fig.3 Search Methodology

Personalized Web Page Recommendation
Fig.2 Proposed System
A. Algorithm
The newly proposed product clustering algorithm uses the
Jacquard coefficient similarity measure for clustering
products [21].
1. Read product data set of ‘n’ topples into the suitable
data structure.
2. Read preferences details of m number of customers for
all the products
3. Compute top-k query results for all theproducts for all
the m number of customer
4. Compute reverse top-k queries for all the products
obtained
5. S = get Reverse Set Products Count.
6. Threshold = get Threshold Value
7. Minimum Count = s * threshold
8. While(s > minimum Count) do {
9. Start Cluster = first cluster of the present list of products
10. For cluster i = 2 to last in the current list compute
similarity measure, Sim (start Cluster, i) and store
11. Combine all the groups whose similarity measure value
> than the specified threshold value into one cluster.
12. Present Count = number of groups combined in the
step12.
13. S = s - present Count

At first the user should create the profile on the web page and
the user have to login in to the profile using their user name and
password. Once login process is completed the web server is
created for the user [24]. In the user has ability to search the
information and send queries by using interface [25]. By using
the selected profile, the user will recommend the system.

Fig.4 Process Overview
Algorithm
1. By using Google’s network the user server is
initialized.
2. The page should be manipulated safely.
3. Focus on the Search Field and take search
keywords entered by theuser.
4. The query written by user should be
searched.
5. Query should be extended for the user.
6. By using API the users query is determined.
7. At last add the entire result to the output.
8. Hence the result is displayed with maximum
length.

This linear function uses both values of attributes and the
corresponding voting/rating/performance values. A Top–k
query returns a top-k number of the best products based on
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VI.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The objective of the tests is to show the interest of the profile of
the user and the service in the discovery of the best services as
well as to confront the two similarity measures and to compare
the obtained results the similarity degrees obtained between
users. The graph results show that unable to find some of the
relevant services that were directly related to the queries
concepts use the common information between the user profile
and service profile to match services based on quantitative and
qualitative. This evaluation discusses the results obtained using
personalized web page recommendation techniques compared
with normal search engine search results.s,it is observed that the
number of comparisons in each iteration of clustering is
significantly reduced in the proposed method comparedto the
existing Euclidean distance-basedclustering.

Fig.5 Similarity Queries Performance
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The new method computes weighted values in terms of
values of attributes of products and their corresponding
opinion values specified by customers for each product
separately Information search on the Internet through search
engines using keyword, and to provide more relevant search
results to the user's wishes, it would require an expansion of
the query, by using the concept of query rewriting. The most
powerful strength of the proposed approach is the ability to
make it possible to systematically measure the similarity
between different attributes of user profile and as to
attributes of services profile. The data is recovered from the
client inclination procedure. Here the user will be satisfied
with the given recommendations for searching the
information. In future this will be extend in the social
network by using profiled. There is a possibility to enhance
the linear function by augmenting other features such as
error corrections and modifications and soon.
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